2009 lexus rx 350 navigation system

The designers of the Lexus navigation system have developed a reputation for systems that can
track down even the most "tough to find" locations. But electronics by any company, no matter
their reputation, can run into problems. Sometimes the issue can be easily resolved by simply
unplugging the navigation system's computer. Knowing how to reset your navigation system
can save owners a costly repair bill. Set the hand brake, remove the key from the ignition
switch, and open the hood. Disconnect the negative battery lead from the battery terminal using
the adjustable wrench. This will prevent any possibility of shock or shorting during the project.
Remove everything from the trunk including any protective mats lining the bottom of the trunk
and leave the trunk open. Locate a square metallic box on the right side of the trunk. Use the
screwdriver to remove the two screws holding the box in place. Unplug the all of the wires
connected to the box. Remembering where each wire is connected to the box is unimportant.
Each of the wires is designed to plug into only one slot. Remove the box from the back of the
car once all the wires are disconnected. Unscrew the eight screws that hold the boxes rear
panel in place to reveal two electronics boards. Disconnect the left electronics board and flip it
over so you can see where the two ribbon cables connect. Disengage the two brown colored
clamps that hold the ribbon wire in place on either side of the electronics board using your
fingers. Disconnect the ribbon wires. Let the apparatus sit disconnected for one minute while
the the computer resets. Reassemble the navigation system following the steps given in reverse
order. Turn on the vehicle and test to make sure the system is working properly. Follow the
directions on the screen. Brad Swain started writing professionally in He currently lives in China
helping U. Swain graduated from the University of Rhode Island in with a Bachelor of Science in
sustainable economics and Asian culture. Step 1 Set the hand brake, remove the key from the
ignition switch, and open the hood. Step 2 Disconnect the negative battery lead from the battery
terminal using the adjustable wrench. Step 1 Lift up the panel in the trunk that covers your
spare tire. Step 2 Locate a square metallic box on the right side of the trunk. Step 3 Unplug the
all of the wires connected to the box. Step 4 Unscrew the eight screws that hold the boxes rear
panel in place to reveal two electronics boards. Step 5 Disconnect the left electronics board and
flip it over so you can see where the two ribbon cables connect. Step 6 Disengage the two
brown colored clamps that hold the ribbon wire in place on either side of the electronics board
using your fingers. Step 7 Reassemble the navigation system following the steps given in
reverse order. This article is written for the '06 Lexus LS but is applicable for any Lexus or
Toyota with the same navigation system. Always disconnect the battery when working on
automobile electronics. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March in Lexus. We
just leased an RX with navigation. The navigation system doesn't seem to operate the same way
all the time. Furthermore, it actually seems to malfunction much of the time. Destinations do not
always delete. Other functions also do not operate as per the book. Does anyone have any
experience with this? The dealer is of no help. They don't understand the system. April I have
had my RX for over 10, miles and it took a month or two to comfortably learn all of the Nav
system's functions. The alternative is to use voice commands, but these are misunderstood
nearly half the time. The Destination delete function requires at least three separate screen
touches: Press Route button, then select Delete, then confirm with a Yes. So make sure you are
following the correct procedure. I have seen one rare problem that occurs about once every two
or three months - the GPS satellite loses track of the vehicle! I'll look down at the screen and it
will show me driving through the middle of a forrest or in the middle of the Chesapeake Bay I
live in Maryland, USA. This problem has always self-corrected in about 30 minutes, and I haven't
addressed the issue with a dealer yet. My advice is to read the Navigation Guide the complete
manual, not just the quick start guide while sitting in the vehicle in your driveway to become
very familiar with all features. If something does not work properly, write down the steps you
followed and how the system responded and give this detail to the dealer. If they don't help contact a new Lexus dealer. Good luck! June I have been driving my RX for over a year now
miles and have started noticing GPS problems recently. The GPS just loses track of the vehicle
It's lost track again for the last 3 days. Do I need to take it to a dealer? Thanks, K. I have a h with
the 4th gen nav system. Is their anyway to upgrade it to the new version? This is for a '08 rx
There is an override that allows you to use the navigation system while moving. It works on my
05 RX Not sure about the RX Go to the RX forum and search for post Their is a fix to resolve the
issue you are experiencing. July I tried this override on my 07 RX, and it didn't work. If anyone
has the override instructions on how to do this on an RX, it would be appreciated. Thanks, HBC.
I have the RX My car was sitting outside for an afternoon. I got in and tried to use the navigation
system. It 'froze' on the initial disclaimer screen where you must touch the 'I agree'. The 'I agree'
was blacked out and the screen would not move. After going down the road about 5 minutes the

navigation came to life on it's own. Anyone have similiar experiences? I was pissed about the
lack of an override Lexus has had it since so I started LexusOverride. Our efforts are to get the
Override restored, or get a mass trade-in to another manufacturer. You can register and get
updates on the Override situation for owners there. You better go to your Lexus dealership and
have them check the touch-screen diagnostics for the navigation system to verify what
component is malfunctioning. What you are experiencing is abnormal. The DVD map disc
updates will only improve the mapping and businesses information. No improvements to the
operation system will be realized. August Hi : I just purchased RX and wondering if the owners
get to receive a navigation DVD disc with maps, just in case if the system fails and a re-load is
necessary? Any suggestions are appreciated. They said it doesn't make sense to do it more
often. In the navigation system menu look for the software version - and call the dealer to see if
they have a newer version. Any navigation system malfunctions will be taken care of by a Lexus
dealer as well. Did you purchase your RX in the Atlanta market? If so, would you mind sharing
the details of your deal and which dealership you used? I'm in the process of getting initial
quotes on a special order AWD - we want the factory dvd, but not the ML stereo system so it has
to be special ordered. I'd appreciate any feedback on dealerships you may have. I see you've
found the Prices Paid discussions. Also check out Dealer Ratings and Reviews - it's only been
around a short while but maybe there's some Atlanta reviews up by now. And please make
mental notes and review your dealer experience when you buy. Thanks and have fun shopping!
September You can buy the unlock code to unlock the navigation while the car is moving. There
is a brief series of steps to go through and unlock it and it is no longer disabled and u can use
anytime!!! Is there a list of numbers from the maker, etc. I am buying one off ebay to put into my
vehicle and need to be sure it is a generation 4 to match the computer brain and vehicle? Does
anyone know a site or do I have to ask a dealer? First timer to a forum page, IM a delivery
specialist at a Lexus dealer in Chicago, I give the orientation on all Navi and Non navi vehicles. I
however have never used or explained how to used Speed Tone feature in the bluetooth system.
I have customer who would like to set his voice mail number plus the passcode all in one
sequence, but do not no how to assist. November S navy equipped. Does anyone know any
trick where I can buy the maps any resolution is accepted and load it into my lexus? Br, Ivan. So
my question is, is the NAV with the Spanish option a new version? And if i was to get a RX that
did not offer the Spanish option could i upgrade or update the system to where it will offer that
Spanish option? Thanks in advance guys. January March If you purchase an override from
Prestigious society then yes you can use the navi while driving. You have to press a button and
boom the nav and other locked out features can be used while driving. I received the kit about 4
days after payment and installed it yesterday with help of a friend who is pretty good at this kind
of stuff in his spare time. I took the family to luch as payment to him. The instructions are spot
on, everything you need to ask is right there for you. It was a breeeze to do. For a very
expensive car, the whole thing is made out of plastic on the inside, but that's another post. One
note to anyone doing this: When you get to the part of connecting the harness to the back of the
Nav unit, there are 2 harnesses on the unit. The top harness won't fit with on the override. You'll
have to connect it to the 2nd harness beneath the top harness in the back. Instructions only
mention one harness and it appears to be the top harness and that one is the wrong one. You'll
have to undo it to get to the second one, but it's easy. The total installation time including
driving around and testing it before securing all the panels took 3 hours. The next time around,
even I would be albe to do it in about an hour. It's the "see one-do one" approach. It helps to
have small hands and a limber back as you will need to invert to get the screws out of the radio.
How it works: There are 2 modes: 1 Auto Mode: It's default state every time you start the vehicle
is just as the factory installed it. All grayed options remain gray when in motion. There's a
switch that you can place anywhere. I have mine next to the steering wheel. Pressing the Navi
button on the switch once while stopped or in motion gives you access to everything
immediately. This access lasts for 5 minutes At the end of the 5 minutes, the icons will gray out
and go back to factory defaults. You can repeat this as many times as you wish. When using the
override mode so all icons are available, you will not be able to track your movement on the Nav
map screen. Don't get bummed at this. Remember that the reason you're pressing the button in
the first place is to do something that isn't on the map in the first place. Pressing the switch
before the 5 minutes is up will gray out the buttons and also allow you to resume real time
tracking on the map. I thought it was a great deal and would reccommend it to anyone even
remotely annoyed with the default limitations. I've driven the RX for about 4 hours yesterday
and 4 hours today and love it. It's allready made my life much better and I feel like I've just
bought another new Lexus. Now I have my navigation and phone back This kit works exactly
how your car works in PARK mode. Mark at Prestigious Society was very helpful and courteous
as I had several pre purchase emails that he answered quickly and informatively. I called Mark 2

times during the install and he was very helpful and answered all my questions. Excellent
customer service and friendly too. It's great being able to input information while the vehicle is
in motion. Now my wife can use this while I am driving. Stopping is now such "old school". This
is by far the best purchase that I've ever made for any car that I've ever owned. I was really
hating my Lexus till Prestigious Society came around. Now I am a very happy driver. How come
the nav system on the Lexus does not call out street names? The names are listed on the
screen but all you get is turn left or turn right. Kind of deminishes the value of the nav system a
little. Yes it will. They are not bundled together. I'm considering a RX , but that could be a deal
breaker. My little dollar Nuvi calls the names. All that money for their Nav and it's not as good as
a Dollar Nuvi. Are you sure????? Anybody else out there have the same issue or is it just
his???? Sorry but that is the way it is. That's why Garmin is going to stay around for a while. It
tells you "turn ahead in appox. The street name is displayed on the unit but not voice
recognized. The display screen changes to a close up but again, no names are called out. I did
not know this fact when I purchased my RX last month. All I can say is that I am so very glad
that I did not get the navigation. Lexus forces you to buy in order to get the navigation.
December Buy yourself a portable gps with portable dash mount and put in the cutout on the rx.
Works really good. October Where is the unit and do I simply remove the old disk and put in the
new one? I understand it is not in the dash but somewhere in the back of the car. For the RX,
you want to get into were the tools are for roadside. This is in second half compartment in rear
cargo area. Once you lift cover, get flash light and on right hand side you will see access door
that you can remove. Do this while car is running or in auxilary position. Thanks for the
instruction. The instructions say to disengage the two clips and the remove front console box
cover? I thought the unit holding the disk was in the rear cargo area. Is the remote operation
controller in the rear cargo area? I am confused. I am not familiar with the 2nd generation of the
RX Here's the instructions I found on Club Lexus: "The nav dvd reader is in the back cargo area
under
toyota camry radiator
honda ridgeline trunk wont open
2006 yamaha stratoliner 1900 specs
the tool tray. The drive that holds the DVD is locating in rear. No clips to be removed, no carpet
removed. The drive is in the same compartment as the jack and roadside tools. The only thing
that needs to be removed is the drive door cover and you pull off with fingers. Once door is
removed, there is a slide lever on face of drive left side on top of drive that will eject disk. Have
a led light handy for this part. Traded my RX for a and noticed the Navigation seems to be a
lower resolution. Any comments welcomed. Alicjaf17 Florida Posts: 1. June edited June I am
hoping that someone can help. It has maps for US, Mexico and Canada. I will be moving to
Europe and want to take my car. Contacted lexus dealer in Florida just to be told that they can
not help and to call local dealer where I will be moving to. Well I called a dealer in Europe and
was told that they can not do it either. I can not imagine, that it is impossible to add a map. Can
someone help. Sign In or Register to comment.

